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1. Introduction

In an earlier paper the author (Doss, 1962) extended^ Cramer's (1946)
and Huzurbazar's (1948) results on consistency, uniqueness, asymptotic
normality and asymptotic efficiency of the maximum likelihood esti
mates (m.l.e.'s) to.multiparametric distributions under a set of condi
tions other than that of Chanda (1954). The set of conditions of that
paper is weaker than that of Chanda (1954) as far as consistency is
concerned. In the present paper the properties of m.l.e.'s will be
established under another different set of conditions analogous to those
of Kulldorff's (1957) Theorem 2. This set of conditions is necessarily
weaker than that of Chanda (1954). It may be pointed that Kulldorff's
(1957) conditions are themselves weaker than those of Cramer (1946);
and Chanda's (1954) conditions are only straightforward generalization
of Cramer's conditions to multiparametric distributions. The set of
conditions presented in the present paper is not necessarily weaker
than that given in the author's (Doss, 1962) earlier paper. However,
they are only complementary to each other and together they extend
the class of m.l.e.'s beyond the range covered by any one set of condi
tions alone.

Let f{x: Bi, 6^, ...,6^) be the probability density function of
a distribution depending on k parameters. For brevity we shall write
6 = (^1, 62, ..6k). If Xj^, X2, ..x„ is a sample of n, independent
observations from f(x; 6) we shall call

L{e)=^ Z logfix,; 8)

as the likelihood function of the sample. Let the parameter space
be iQ a A:-dimensional interval, and let 6° be the true unknown value
of the parameter, vector 6. 0° is assumed to be an inner point of Q.
We shall denote by 8(6', 9") the distance between the points 6' and
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Throughout the paper we assume that the following set of condi
tions are satisfied. As is done in Kulldorff (1957) we also postulate
the existence of at most one solution of the system of likelihood
equations.

Condition 1.—For almost all x and for all O'eQ

OO CO

—CO —OO

f, s 1, 2, ,.h.

Condition 2.—There exists a set of functions g, {B) (r= 1,2, . ..,k)
which are positive and differentiable {N — 1) times {N > 3) for
all BiQ and satisfy the following relations for all 6eQ\

while

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

{6)
U,

< OO

w = 1, 2, ..- 2; Ti, ra, ..r„ = 1,2, ...,k.

56,^0,, ... SVi

r,s=\,l, ...,k

< OO

< Hrn ... W

... (x) .f(x-e)dx<M<c<,.

Condition 3.—For all deQ, the matrix 7(0) = || 7^, (0) || where
CO

Jr. {6) =/ .^) •^ -/(^j
— OO

•is non-singular and 17(0) 1 is finite.

It may be noted that, for N = 3, these conditions are the same as
those of Kulldorff's (1957) Theorem 2.

2. Consistency of the M.L.E.

In the following we shall prove both the existence of the solution
of the system of likelihood equations and its consistency.
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Theorem 1.—The solution of the system of likelihood equations
0 converges to the true value of the parameter vector 0 as n cxj.

Proof.—^The system of likelihood equations for estimating the
unknown parameter vector are:

Expanding

gr{6) ^L{e)
n IB,

in a Taylor's series, up to N terms, in the neighbourhood of the true
d" of the unknown parameter vector 9 we have

gr(0)

'•=1,2 k.

n 1)6,

n V 6" ^ "
^ ^Ljd)

L

i L
-

_ie.De,

k

L

(gXe) SL(0)
n 7)6, iJ ..+ •••

+

X

».("1

1

(A^-1)!

(g^) iL(e)y
'r. 1 « )JtfV

where S, = e, - 0," and e' is such that 8 (9, ff>) > 8 {9', 0O), S (6', 9)
for every The above relation may be written as

Ar(e)
It k • ^

=Ar (^) + 2] B.A,. (60) .+ \ ^AAr., (6") +...
#=1 Stt=l

k

+(jvniyi ^ —'"w-i
'•w-i =

(1)
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where

gr(d) 7>L{e)
Ar(e) =

and

g,ie) mm
le, )

50,. lOr, . . .

m = l, 2,

Since is the arithmetic mean of identically distributed
independent random variables, in virtue of Khintchine's theorem

*rrx fin {6°) converges in probability to

gr (9) ^)}

for all ri, r^, /•,„ = 1,2,, iV - 2 and | (6') \converges
in probability to a finite positive quantity less than M for all r/s because
of condition 2 (iii). In particular because of conditions 1 and 3,

converges in probability to

g,(0)^log/(x; 0)

=?r(^)£[^^log/(^;^)

and A„ (6) connverges to

E

= 0,

• 3

16, g,(»)5^iog/(»;«)}L.

= -g.(0«)/„(n

Given two positive quantities e, t] and B > M, it is then possible to find
the number Wq = «o («= v) such that for all n > Hq («,'?)
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Mr OT I <^;

- E
, ... ^9,, <r.

[An. m\<B > 1 (2)

m \,2, ..., N 2; fi, ^2; • • •>fm — 1^2, . .., /c.

Now, consider the system of likelihood equations

k

- 2] C^")
*=1

=io')+~ 2] +•••
k

... rw_i = l

(3)

Since, || 7„ (6°) || is non-singular and gr{e°) > 0 for all r = 1, 2, ..., k,

\gr(e'>)r,An\ = n g,(6") \I,.ie'>)\^0
t=i'

and so

II (00)/,. (00)11-1

exists. Hence

IM»(0O)|i-i = M"(6o)i|

(say) also exists. Therefore we have from (3)

S, = a, (00) + i S,S,a„, (00) + ...
a, t = l

4-

». r=i

1

{N- 1)!

+ S ... (0')
rj,
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where

a, (6) = - t A, (9) A"(6)
k

yj
. d

and

fc

(^) =-^! 2]^- (e).A '̂(0).
P=1

Since HA" (6") His a matrix of finite elements, we can choose «o U, v)
for arbitrary e, -q such that for all n> no{e,rj)

p{\o..m\<r, \<^rn.:.r,A0')\<°°-'
I<^rr. ... rw-1 ( '̂) | < Oo] > 1- 6.

Hence, it is easily seen that the system of likelihood equations (3) admit
a solution 8 = (Si, §2= •• §«=) which are of the same order as t]. It
follows therefore that

P [ 1S 1< Tj] > 1 — e,

for all n>«"(e, ij). Hence it immediately follows that the solution
of the system of likelihood equations 6 exists and is a consistent esti
mate of the true parameter vector 6°.

3. Absolute Maximum of the M.L.E.

In this section we shall establish the maximum property of maximum
likelihood estimates. Before that we shall prove the following important
and useful lemmas.

Lemma 1.—If 6'' is any consistent estimate (not necessarily the
solution of the system of likelihood equations) of 0", then

fg.(0)5L(0)fgr(^)
. () 0, 1 11 3 3-0=0'

A,.{e^) =A„{ff>) +Yj

\
converges in probability to —gr{Q'̂ ) as n-^oo.

Proof.—Expanding A^, (0') in a Taylor's series in the neighbour
hood of we have

jt •
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Jc

+{ WArsiu (0°) + ...
t, tt=l

+
1

iN-2)\ Z1
1 ... rj,_2

(5)

where

sr = dt" - Ot"

and

S(0^ 00) > S(9", 9% 8(0", 9').

Now, consider the convergence of each random variable involved
in the right-hand side of the above expansion. We know that Ar, (0")
converges in probability to — gr (0") (6"), and to zero. It can
be easily seen from (2) that Ar^t (^°), (0°), etc., converge in prob
ability to finite quantities. Hence, it follows from Sultsky's theorem
that A„ (9^) converges in probability to —gr (0") 7„ (0"). This comr
pletes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2.—The matrix

1

n \B0,'b0, )$=%

is negative-definite with probability tending to certainty.

Proof.—It can be easily seen that

'1 l^L{0Yzia^x
\n l0rl0.Je^e

can be written as

/I l^L(0)\
'd9rl>9e/B= e

gM ifa
(gr (g) aL(e)\
\ n I9r ) e = e

_ (I '
V 'i>0s )e =B' \n Je=e. (6)

Since 6 is the consistent solution of the system of likelihood equations
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/i =0

from lemma 1 it follows that

IJ, filial
Ue. \ n Ur JU^e

converges in probability to' —gr (0®) /„ (8°). Because of their con
tinuity in

(}grm ^ ,
\ 'iS, /9 = e

and g, (6) converge in probability, respectively to the finite quantities

and gr(6°) {see condition (2)). Hence, in virtue of Slutsky's theorem,
it follows from (6) that

(\
\n 1)6,7^8, Je

converges in probability to —/„ (0").

In order to prove lemma 2, we have to consider the quadratic from

/I i^Liey\

r, ••=!

' where u = (ui, u^, Uu) is any finite vector. Being a rational
function of random variabes such as

/I

\n 7>erieJe=e'

this form, in virtue of Slutsky's theorem, converges in probability to

f. «=1

which is negative-definite. Hence the lemma.

, Now we have

Theorem 2.—The solution of the system of likelihood equations
XV provides the absolute maximum of the likelihood function with prob-
'( ability tending to certainty as n oo.
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Proof.—From lemma 2, it immediately follows that L(e) has a
maximum at e with probability tending to certainty as « oo. Since
we have postulated that the system of likelihood equations have at
most one solution, it follows that L (9) has absolute maximum at 9.

4. Asymptotic Normality and Asymptotic

• ; • Efficiency OF THE M.L.E.

Theorem 3.—The solution of the system of likelihood. equations
is distributed as a A:-variate normal distribution with/means zero and
variance-covariance matrix

And, it is•asymptotically efficient estimate of the unknown parameter
vector.

Proof.—Consider the following equation which is obtained by
putting 0 = 0 in (4):

8, = a, (5°) + i (0«) + . . .
8, f = l • • •

.+ i Mr. ••• (7)
ri... rjv.i=l

In virtue of multi-dimensional form of Liapounoflf's central hmit
theorem, it follows that (0°), (0"), ..., A,c (9") are asymptotically
jointly distributed as a- A:-variate normal distribution with means zero
and variance-covariance matrix

j =III grmgsm ii-
Since all the summands on the right-hand side of (7) converge in prob
ability to zero, it then follows that 8,^, Sg, ...,% are asymptotically
jointly distributed as a ^-variate normal distribution with zero means
and variance-covariance matrix given by D/Z)' where

• • ••• ^ •

As shown earlier (Doss, 1962)

• £>/£>' =^nirAnt'.
Hence the theorem.

\
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